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Abstract

We consider here gcncralizations of Chern-Simons classes and relatcd algcbraic problems. We

describe a new class of algebras whose elements contain Chern and generalized Chern-Simons

classes. There is a Poisson bracket in these algebras similar to [Kon]. Using this bracket we

construct a graded Lie algebra containing differential forms representing Chern and Chern-Simons

classes. We develop an algebraic model for the action ofthe gauge group anel describe how elements

of algebra corresponding to the secondary characteristic classes change lInder this action. At thc

end we give ncw cxplicit formulas for cocycles on a gauge group anel for corresponding cocycles

on the Lie algebra constructed using our explicit formulas for generalized Chern-Simons classes

given in the Appendix.

There are several approaehes to eonlbinatorial fonnulas for characteristie classes. These
approaehes are duc to Gelfancl-Gabrielov-Losik, MacPherson, Patodi, Ranieki-Sullivan,
Cheeger, Brylinski, and others. One of the luain problenls in the field is the probleIn of
explieit deseription of seeondary eharacteristie classes and difference cocycles (cf. Chern
Sinl0ns [ChS], Cheeger, Bott-Shulman-Stasheff [BSS], Youssin [Von], and others).

One of the othcr Inain problenls relatecl to eorubinatorial formulas for eharaeteristie classes
is the problem of writing topologieal invariants using loeal data given as fielels of geometrie
objeets. For Chern c1asses, eurvature enables us to write these fonnulas using ordinary
Chern-Weil theory.

One of the approaches to the loeal fonnulas for topological inVRJ:iants uses fonnal power
series of geollletrie objeets anel construetion of the universal field anel variational bieornplex
(see Gelfand-Kazhdan-Fuks (GI(F]).

Let us illustrate the probler11 of writing topological invariants using loeal data. Suppose
we have an orientcd graph eonsisting of points and arrows. To eaeh vertex we assoeiate a
cOlnplex veetor space Ei, anel to each arrow we assoeiate a linear lllapping Sij, as in the

This work was done elnring my stay at the Max-Planck Institute für Mathelnatik in
Bonn. I al11 grateful to the Max-Planek Institute for hospitality anel support.
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picture below. Vle suppose that the graph is parametrized by a rl1anifold X; this rneans
that Ei(x) is a vector bundle and Sij(X) is a bundle map.
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It is inlportant to describe "Chern classes" and "secondary Chern classes" for such objects
using local differential geornetry. For a graph consisting of one vertex, the Chern- \;Yeil
theory gives ordinary Chern classes.

Consider first a graph with one vertex and a loop. The vertex corresponds to an n

dimensional vector bundle over a manifold X and the loop corresponds to an autorl1orphism
a of the bundle. In topologieal ]{-theory, this data (the bundle and its autorl1orphisrn)
defines an eleruent of ]{l (X). We can write in this case the usual Chern class for ](1 (X).
For the trivial bundle, this class is given by

h ( )
- (_I)m-l(1n -I)! .( -1 d )2m-l

C m a - ( )' tr a . a .2m -1 .

This class ean also be defined as a secondary Chern class associated to the two connections
\7 = d and V'u = d + a-1 da. Locally, a is a nondegenerate n x 11. matrix of functions of
x E X defining the autornorphisrll a.

Let us now return to the problern of explicit calculation of Chern-Sirllons classes anel
illustrate it by a simple exalnple.

It is weH known that the Chern-Siruons class constructed from two connections Wo and Wl

has the form

where the Wi are matrices üf I-forIl1s which define the connections. For higher secondary
classes, the calculations give longer polynomials. For example,

eh~(wo,wd = ~tr[(ka5 + kaobobo + !a5bo)- (kaf + kai bi bt + t albd+
*d( (al ao - aoad (bo + bd - (a6 + ai + taoal )aO(Ll) J,

where ai = Wi and bj = dWi.

Thus, even in the siruplest ease für "no1"1ual" seeondary eharacteristie classes (i.e. for a
graph consisting of one point and zero arrows), fonnulas are lengthy and we have to handle
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the combinatorics of long noncomlllutative expressions. We introduce here the algebraic
language that allows us to do this easily.

The COl1struction of the algebra of ehern classes. "Ve construct first a graded free
associative algebra A generated by elelllents ai of clegree 1 ancl elclnents bi of clegree 2
(i = 1, ... , lV), together with a differential d, such that dai = bi , db i = O. Then we consider
the space V of cyclic words of A (i.e. a cOlllplex vector space with a basis consisting of
equivalence classes of monolnials, where two monomials obtained by cyclic permutation
are considered to be the salne up to a sign). Strictly speaking, V is the factor space of A by
the subspace {PQ - (-l)I P IIQIQP} spanned by the graded comn1utators of all monoll1ials
in A.

That is,

v = A/{PQ - (-l)IPIIQIQP}.

We also refer to nl0nomials in A as words and to their equivalence classes as cyclic words

(they form a basis of V).

Thc sign ~ distinguishes equality up to cyclic pennutation (i.e. equality in V) from equality
in the algebra A, which is denoted by =.
Let us now define a Poisson bracket on ll. The Poisson bracket gives V the structure of
a graded Lie algebra. A partial derivative :z P, or ßzP, where z = (Li 01' bi , is definecl on
monomials by the following rule: wc take a I11onomial Panel look at all appearances of z
in it. For each letter z which appears in P we cyclically permute the word P so that this
letter z becoll1es the first letter of the permuted word. We then delete this letter z. The
SUITI of the resulting lTIOnOlnials will be a partial derivative.

For eXalnple, suppose A is generated by two letters a and b. Then

8a (aaabab) = {Laabab + (_1)1.7~ababa + (-1)2'6 pbabaa + (-1)S'3 pbaaab

= aabab - ababa + babaa - baaab.

8b(aaabab) = (-1)3'S~abaaa + (-1)2'6~aaaba = aaaba - abaaa.

The partial derivative is well-elefinecl in the space of cyclic words ll.

Now we may define the Poisson bracket of P 1 Q E II to be

In order to lnake sense of this formula. we take any of preimages of P and Q in A, also

clenoted by P and Q, anel apply the operators Bai and abi to these preiInages. \Ve 11lUltiply
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ßai P and abi P in A anel only then do we take the corresponding cyclic elernent in V. This
is independent of our choices.

Theorenl O. The Poisson bracket is weil defined on V and is linear in its arguments. It

has the property

{P,{Q,R}} + (-l)IPHIQI+IRI){Q,{R,P}} + (-1)IRII{Q,P11{R,{P,Q}} tr O.

( Z2 -graded Jacobi identity ).

Let us now define algebraic analogs of Chern and Chern-Sinlons classes. V\fe fix an index
i, so ai and bi are dcnoted by a and b. Choose a positive integer k. Consider the image in
V of a polynomial ~! (a2 + b)k E A. We caU this image the k-th Chern character associatcd
to a (recall b = da), anel denote it by chk(a):

This corresponds to the differential fonn

Now we define algebraic analogs of the Chern-Simons classes chl. These are thc cyclic
images in V of the following polynomials in A:

1 (Ibk-I I '\""1 + I '\""1 + 1 2(k-I»)
(k-l)! a k + k+1 ~1,k-2 k+2 L./2,k-3 ... + 2k-l a ,

where ~Plq is the sum of all possible noncomrllutative monomials in a2 and b with p

appearances of a2 anel q appearances of b. For exaruple, ~1 ,2 = (l2 bb + ba2 b + bba2
. We

shall c,all the corresponding element of V the k-th secondary Chern character (Chern
Sinlons class) anel denote it by ehi (a ):

h1 ( ).!! I (lbk-1 I"\"", 1 '\""1 I 2(k-I»)c k a - (k-I)! a k + k+l L./I,k-2 + k+2 L/2,k-3 + ... + 2k-l a .

Example. Thc second Chern character in 1I is

(a4
t r 0). This corresponds to the differential form
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The Chenl-Sinlons dass in V is

h1 ( ) tr 1 ( 2 3)
C 2 a ="2 ab +"Ja .

This corresponcls to the Chern-Simons differential 3-fonn

Theorenl1.

1. Chern characters are closed elements 0/ the cyclic space V:

dchk(a) ~ 0.

2. The differential in '1 0/ the Chern-Simons class defined by the above /ormula is the

k-th Chern character:

vVe develop a similar theory for the algebra with generators clepending on areal paranIetel'
t. Let A be a free associative algebra generated by elements a (t), ä (t) of clegree 1 anel
elenlents b(t), b(t) of degree 2, where t E [0,1). This algebra has a differential d such that

d a(t) = b(t), dä(t) = b(t), db(t) = 0, d b(t) = Q.

We shalllllultiply the elenIents of our algebra A by polynoluials in t anel by a differential
I-form elt. vVe may treat dt fonnally as an element of degree 1 that cOlnmutes with b(t) and
b(t) and anticolnmutes with a(t) and ä(t), also (dt)(dt) = O. Polynolnials in t conlffiutes
with elements of A. We define another differential 0 = dt that is formally not included
in the algebraic structure of A. It lnaps eleulents a(t) and b(t) of A into a product of a
fonnal element dt and ä( t) and b(t) correspondingly.

dta(t) = dt a(t) and dtb(t) = dt b(t).

Furthennore, there is a derivative in t for the expressions in a aud b given by the fonllal

rule 1t a = ä and 1t b = h. We are not going to apply dt to expressions involving a and b
(otherwise we would have to introduce letters with n10re dots, but we do not want to deal
with this). We do not want to make our algebra very cOlnplicated at this point. It is just
an abstraction of the algebra of Inatrices of 1 and 2 fonns on a n1anifold X, when these
forms clepend on areal paraIneter t.

FroIl1 this algebra A we construct as before the factor space

V = A/{CB - (-l)ICIIBIBC},
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where {CB - (-1)IC 11 BIBC} is the subspace of A generateel by COillluutators. We call V
the space 0/ cyclic words anel we denote the equality in V by tr.

Consider a path a(t), 0 :::; t :::; 1, connecting ao anel al and consider

chl(a(t)) der [[(d' + d)a(t) + a(t)2t.

We can now write an explieit formula for cht(a(t)).

In addition, to Ep,q as den.ned above, we also neeel to consieler the expression Ejl,p,q which
denotes the sunl of all possible noncolunlutative nlonomials in ä, a2 anel b, where CL appears
n tilues, a2 appears p times anel b appears q tilues.

Theorenl 2. The secondary characteristic class defincd by a path a( t) is given by

1

0
1 tr 1 1 k-l 1" 1 1 2(k-l)

ch k ( a(t)) = (k-l )! (aerb + k+ 1 L.Jl ,k-2 + k+2 E2 ,k-3 + ... + 2k-l a ) 1

I

+ (k~1 ),Jdtd( a( fi'.j .O,k-2 + k~1 I;j,1 ,k-3 + ... + 2kl_1 I; i ,k-2,O))'
o

The gauge group action on the algebra of Chern classes. Consider now the action
of the gauge group on connections (01' on elelnents ai of the algebra A corresponding to
connections) .

The gauge transformation acts in a natural way:

Let us denote by c the expression dg . 9 -} .

Theoreln 3. Under the gauge transJorrnation on the spaCC oJ cyclie words in the letters

g, 9-1
, dg, dg- 1

, ai, and bi, the Chern-Simol1s class chl(a) trans/orms in the Jollowing
way:

1) "1~ 1 ( )"'( )i(k+ß-l)ktl (()O(2)ß( )i]ehk ( a t-+ eh k - (k -I)! a + c 6 -1 (k + ß + )! E b ,a ,U ,

O+ß+i=k-l 1

where U = ca +ae +c2 and E[(b)O, (a2 )ß, (u )i] is lhe sum 0/ all possible words in whieh b,

a2
, and u appear Q limes, ß times, and f times respectively.

Cocycles on the gauge group. Let M be a smooth real1n-diluensional manifolel. Let
G be a connecteel Lie group, 9 its Lic algebra. Let E --+ M be a principal G bunelle with
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a base 11lanifold M and let G(E) be its gauge group. If we trivialize the bundle E over an
open set U C lvI then the trivialization gives us an isolnorphisll1 between the gauge group
and the group of G valued functions on U.

We use ideas of Faeldeev, Reirnan and Selllyonov-Tian-Shanskii [FRS] in the construction

of cocycles on the gauge group of the bundle E. We construct new cocycles on thc group

ancl its Lie algebra.

Let us fix a connection B (x ), x E M on a bundle E. Locally we can look at B as a 9

valued l-forrn on M. Let us take n + 1 connections Wo, ••. , W n which are gauge equivalent

to B under the action of elenlents 90, .. .,9n of the gauge group.

Here d is a differential with respect to x E M. Consider a product space Al x ~n where

~n is a standard n-diulensional siulplex:

~n = {(to,t l , ... ,tn)lto +t1 + ... +tn = 1,to,tl, ... ,tn > O}.

On lvI x ß n define a a connection

w(x, t) = towo(x) + ... + tnwn(x). (0)

Let d be a differential with respect to x E 1\11 and <5 be a differential with respect to t E ß n .

Then (d + 8) is the total differential on M x ß n' The curvature of w (x, t) is

We shall use here a standard definition of cobounelary operator in group coholnology. Let
G be a group anel V be a left G ,module. Let AP(G, V) be the space of functions on
G x ... x G taking values in V. For a(ho, ... , hn ) E AP(G, V) define thc action of 9 E G as
"-v-'

p+l times

Define a differential as

der,""", i "
(Da)(ho, ...hn ) = L.,..( -1) a(ho, ... , h i , •.• , hn ).
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Definition. Let P(R1 , . •• ,RN) be an invariant sYlnmetric N form. V.,Te define cochains

an(go, ... ,gn) Oll the group G as

Cochains an (gO, ... ,gn) are differen ti al (2JV - 12)-fonns Oll NI depending on 90,· .. , 9n.

The ilnportant property of these cochains with values in differential forms is that

Proposition 1. // V" is a closed submanifold 01 M of dimension (2N - n) then

is a cocycle 011 the group G(E) (in the sense 0/ cohomology 01 groups). 11 V is homologous

to V' then cocycles a~ and a~' are homologous.

Cocycles on the Lie algebra of the gauge group.

Proposition 1. The lollowing cochains on the Lie algebra correspond to cocJ~ains

on the gauge grou]) (here N =degree 0/ P ).

N-n timetJ

l'l! ~ r r"'--'-'"
= (N _ n)! (-1) 2 P(!X 1 · B), ... , (X

nv
' B), RB, ... , RB)'

N time8

H ere vector Jields Xl, ... , X n are the elements 0/ the Lie algebm 0/ the gauge group, (~X". B)

is the Lie derivative 0/ the connection B along the vector Jield X and RB = dE + B 2 is

the curvature 0/ cOllnection B.

Relnark. We are working here with lnatrix groups. The Lie derivative of B is (X . B) =
d)[ + XB - B){. X is an element of the Lie algebra of the Gauge group, so it is a lnatrix
of O-fonns, B is a connection, so it is a lnatrix of I-fornlS. Anel BX and ){Bare just
products of the matrices of 0 and I-fonns. SO (J\. . B) = dX + X B - BX*) is a nlatrix of
I-forms .

• ) We aSSUlne that the connection B is transfonned by the infinitesinlal gauge transfor
lllatiolls e- tJx as e- tJ }( de~x + e-sx Besx .
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Example 1. ElCIuents of the group are 1, gl, 92. Take P = i! trR2
• The cocycle on the

Lie algebra is

Const . tr((X l . B)(X2 • B)).

Take P = ~trR3. Take P = i! trR3. The cocycle on the Lie algebra is

Gonst· tr((Xl • B)(X2 . B)(dB + B 2
)).

Definition. Let HS consider k connections Al, ... , A k on the bundle over Aif and let HS

fix a connection B. We construct n + 1 connections that are gauge equivalcnt to B using
transfonnations 90, ... , 9n in the gauge group G. Altogether we have k +n +1 connections
Al, ... , A k , 9r; l dgo + 9ö l E90, ... , g;;ldg + g;;l Bgn . We construct on the group G a
cochain cn(Al , ... , Aklgo, ... ,9n)' As before, we consider a connection w on M x ~k+71'

where

is a standard k + n dilnensional sinlplex. This connection w linearly approxinlates our
k + n + 1 connections that are placed in the vertices of the silnplex. Vve consider an
invariant N form P and and define

Cochains Cn (Al, ... , Ak 190, ,gn) are (2N - n - k )-fonns on M depending on 90, ... ,9n

and on k connections Al, , A k that are "external fields".

Theorenl 4. The cochain cn(A I , . .. ,Ak I~\.'"l, ... ,Xn ) on the Lie algebra that corresponds
to a cochain

on the Lie group G can be wntten as

J J :, Ton p (dTI (Al - B), ... , dTk(Ak - B),dt1(Xl' B), ...

{ Ta +...Tk =I} {t a+...+ t n $1 }
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where

(Xi' B) is the Lie derivative 0/ the connectioll B along the vector field Xi and 70

1 - Tl - ... - Tk.

Exalnple 2. Let

P(R l ,R2 ,R3 ,Rt) = L tr(Ru (1)Ru (2), R cr (3)' R cr (4»)
crE S4

Then

tl=l

cl(Al,A2 ,B,Xl ) =! J r T5 dTl(AI - B)dT2(A2 - B)dtl(Xl . B)
2 J~2

t1=0

In fact let

YI = Al - B,

Y2 = A2 - B,

Y3 = Xl . B = d){l + BX1+ Xl B,

Y4 = R r = 2l0dB + 610dAl + 610dA2 + 3
10B2 + 1~OAi+

I~OA~ + 1~O(A1B + BAI) + 1~0(A2B + BA2) + 3~0(A2A1 + A 1A2 ).

Then cocycle on the Lie algebra is

\Ve usecl here

1 2 1
7 0 T 1 T2 =-,

~2 360
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Example 3.

where

Yl=A-B,

Y2 = X· B = d){ + ~){B - BX,

Y3 = J TO(TodE + TI dA + T~E 2 + TI A2 + TOTI (AB + BA)) =
{rO+rl =1}

== idB + idA + iB2 + /2 A2 + /2 (AB + BA).
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Appendix 1. Explicit formulas for secondary classes chi

Let G be a Lie group with finitely nlany cOInponents and let 9 be its Lie algebra (we
sha11 take G = GL(n,C), 01' GL(n,R) so 9 consists of all n x n Inatrices). Let X be
a C OO oriented Inanifold and let E G be a principal G bundle over X provided with lV
connections \71 , .•. , \7N, (N =J. n). Let as associate to EG an n-dinlensional vector bandie
7f : E --+ X and connections Wo (x), Wl (x), ... , WN(X) on this bundle given by their Inatriccs
of I-fonns wo(x), Wl(X), , WN(X) E OI(X) 0g. Let LJ.j be a k-diInensional simplex with
vertices i o, ... ,ik C {O, 1, ,N}, LJ.j ~ {to +t l + + tk = 1, to, .. . ,tk > O}. Consider a
connection w(t), t E {j"j such that w(t) = towio + + tkwik' Then we define a secondary
characteristic dass

where d is the total differential (with respect to x and t on LJ.j x X [GGLD and in the
expression nnder the integral we take only summands with k dt's and forget about the
other summands .

The following relation holds:

k

d Ch~l (Wio ... Wi k ) = L (-1 )PCh~;1 (Wio ... Wi p ••• Wi k ).

p=1

We are interested in the explicit expressions for Ch~l and the relations between theIn.

Let LJ. be a 2-siInplex tO+t1+tz = 1, to, t 1 , t z > O. Consider 3 connections ao, a], az on thc

bundle E --+ Ai. Consider the connection a( t), t E LJ. such that a( t) = toao + t 1al + tzaz.
Then

= ~!tri(P+Q)k,

where
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and both P and Q are of degree 2. V\Te are interested only in sUl1l1nands with 2 letters
P and (k - 2) letters Q because only they will give a 2-forrn in dt which can be can be

integrated over the 2-silnplex.6.. Let us take to = 1 - t l - t2, then dto = - (dt 1 + dt2)'
vVhen integrating over 6. we in fact integrate over the triangle 0 ::; t 1 ::; 1, 0 ::; t2 ~ 1 - t 1 .

vVe have

For future calculations we shall use the following integral:

Calculation of chi (ao, al, a2).

Case k = 2,

Case k = 3,

2 ( ) tr 1 j tr 1 jch3 ao,al,a2 =3' (PPQ+PQP+QPP)=,3 PPQ
. ~ 3. Ll
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Really

because

(2 21 1
lö ti = 4! = 12'

where i,j = 1,2,3 anel i =I j.

Case k = 3 and a2 = 0

2( ) tr 1 j( )3 trch3 Uo, al, 0 = 31 . . . =

This coincieles with the exact ternl obtained in the eXaI11ple of section 5:

ch~(a(t)) ~ i! (ab2 + t a3b + ~a5{ + d~ [ dt (t(aäb - äab) + ~a3(l)
if we take a(t) = tao + (1 - t)al'

Case k = 4,

ch~ = ~ j(PPQQ + PQPQ + PQQP + QPPQ + QPQP + QQPP) =
4.

= ~! j(4PPQQ + 2PQPQ),

14



Let HS take P == dtaaa + dt 1a] + dtzaz, Q == B + AZ
, where A == (taaa + tla] + tzaz) and

B == (toba + t]b] + tzbz ).

4i p 2Q2 = 4i p2(B + A2? = 4i p2(B2 +BA2 + A2B + A4
) =

Case k == 4, ao == 0:

15



Proof.

1 1
+ 60~[b2' (aj a2)] + 60~[b2' (a2 ad]+

16



where

r 4 4! 1
} D. t i = 6! = 30'

i,j = 1,2,3 and i f:. j.

17



But

Appendix 2. Farlllulas far the secandary class chl (GO, GI )

Nüw let us write several cünvenient fünnulas für a secündary dass

Theorenl.

chk1.(ao, GI) ~ 1 A '" 1"
(k - 1)' L 2m + s + 1.:.J(m,.'l,r)

. m+.'l+r=k-l

where A = al - ao, R = bo + G61 S = (bI - bo) + (aoA + AGo), M = A 2 and L:(11l1.~,1')

is the sum 0/ all p08sible words with m, letters MJ s letters Sand r letters R.

18



Sketch of the proof.

+t l [(bJ - bo) + (ao(al - ao) + (al - ao)ao)]+ti(a] - ao)2)k
'- v ; "-v-"

S M

tr ~kA L 1"
~(m s r)'k! 2111. + S + 1 ' ,

m+s+r=k-l

VVe can write it also as

1 1 ,,(2a+ß+8)1(2,+ß+e)!
chk(ao,al) = (k-l),A. L.J (20' 2ß 2 [ 0)1 E(a,ß",J,e),

k-l=o+ß+i+8+~ + +, + +

[]

where E(0', ß, " O, e) is the surn of all possible words with 0' letters a6, ß letters aOUl + a1 ao,
, letters ai, 8 letters bo, anel e letters bJ.

Appendix 3. Forlnulas for secondary classes ch~(ao, ... ,an) and

Ch~+l (ao, ... , an).

Let us write llOW forrnulas for SOlne other secondary characteristic classes.

Theoreln.

( _1)n(n-1)/2 .
hn ( ) - ,,( l)sl gn(O')A A-c n ao,···,an - , L.J - 0'(1) ... O'(n)-

n.
O'ESn

( _1)n(n-l)/2

n!

19



where Ai = ai - (La. S7.tmmations are ouer alt perrnutations a in the symmetrie group Sn
on {I, ... , n}, or over all permutations {l in the symmetrie gro7t]J Sn+l on {O, 1, ... , n}.

Exaluple.

ch~(ao,al,a2,a3)=

Proof.

20



taking t o = 1 - t l - t 2 - ..• - t n

11_ _ 1+2+ ...+(n-l)
-, dtl ... dt n ( -1) Al ... An + ... +

n. .6..

11 1+2+ ...+(n-l) _+, dtcr(l) ... dtcr(n)( -1) A cr(l) ... Acr(n) +... -
n. .6..

( _1)n(n-nj2 .
- ~ (1)8l gn(cr)A A-- I 6 - cr(1) . .. cr(n)-

n.
crESn
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We use

1 ' I0'0 0' 0"0· .. ·O'n·
to ... t n

n = I'
Ll n (0'0 + .. .+ 0' n +n).

so [ t· __l_
lLln 1 - (n + 1)!'

[2 2
Jßn t i = (n+2)!'

22
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